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QUESTION 1

You are writing a dialog flow and you are at the end of the conversation. For the final state, you are not sure whether to
use a return transition or use a next transition that goes to the start of the dialog flow. Which statement is true? 

A. The next and return transitions are the same and you can use them interchangeably. 

B. The return transition goes to the start of the dialog flow and resets all variables, whereas next simply navigates. 

C. The next transition automatically clears variables on navigation, whereas return doesn\\'t. 

D. The next transition can only be used for forward navigation in the flow. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

You have gone through a number of testing iterations of your customer\\'s skill that comprises 10 intents. But you find
that generally the best you can get is a confidence score of 96%, even when the user phrase is identical to one of your
training utterances. What should you recommend to your customer regarding this intent confidence score? 

A. Keep iterating on user testing and add more training utterances until you can achieve a confidence level of 100% on
your user input. 

B. For every verb in your training utterances, ensure you add a version of the utterance which also covers the past,
present, and future tense of the verb. 

C. It is not always possible to achieve 100% confidence and adding more utterances may not help the problem.
Therefore, do not make further changes to the skill if it is performing to your expectations. 

D. The highest possible confidence with 10 intents is 10% (100% divided by the number of intents). So, no further
changes to the skill are required. 

E. Add more utterances to the unresolvedlntent. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Which two statements describe what happens when a System.DatectLanguages component is used in a dialog flow? 

A. The system.DetectLanguage component sets the profile.languageTag variable to the language code of the detected
user language. 

B. The system. DetectLanguage component sets the autoTranslate variable to the language code of the detected user
language. 

C. A system.DetectLanguage component state causes an exception if no translation service is configured for a skill. 
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D. The system.DetectLanguage component sets the profile.locale variable to the language code of the detected user
language. 

E. The system.DetectLanguage component does not detect English because it is the default language. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 4

Assuming conversation is the custom component SDK handle, which two code statements are valid to access the order
and userAccount input parameters of the custom component? 

A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C 

D. Option D 

E. Option E 

Correct Answer: DE 

 

 

QUESTION 5

You have a digital assistant with a pizza skill. While ordering a pizza, the user triggers the digital assistant\\'s Help
system intent by entering "help". What is the default functionality of the digital assistant assuming no help functionality
has been implemented in the pizza skill? 

A. The digital assistant displays a prompt and a card which can be configured to show examples of what the skill can
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do. 

B. Nothing. You need to explicitly define a help state in the pizza skill. 

C. The digital assistant displays the information contained in the Description field of the skill. 

D. The digital assistant displays a dialog to confirm if the user wants help. If the user selects "yes", the skill returns to
the system, intent and awaits user input. 

E. The current conversation stops and the skill returns to the system, intent and awaits user input. 

Correct Answer: D 
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